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Introduction. In a recent paper [l], D. A. Foulser described a

general construction of finite (left) Veblen-Wedderburn systems

which contain the nonexceptional near-fields, the Andre VW systems,

the finite Moulton systems, and other new VW systems. At one point

in his work Foulser wishes to know whether or not there exist X-

systems of order 26 with kern GF(2). He answers this question in the

negative by proving that there is no X-system of order 2d, with kern

GF(2), where d = axbv and a, b are primes. At the same time he asks

whether or not there exist proper X-systems of order 2d, with kern

GF(2), where d contains more than two distinct prime factors. It is

the main object of this note to answer this question in the affirmative.

More generally we give in §1 a construction of X-systems of order qd,

with kern GF(q), where q = p' is an arbitrary power of an arbitrary

prime p, and d contains at least three distinct prime factors. In §2 an

interesting property of the left and middle nuclei of these X-systems

is described.

Foulser's notation is, with one exception, followed throughout, and

in order to save space this paper cannot be read independently. In

particular, it is necessary to have at hand the first two sections plus

the first lemma of §5 of Foulser's paper.

1. A class of X-systems. Let p be an arbitrary prime, 5 an arbitrary

natural number and q = p'. Let d be a natural number, whose unique

factorization as a product of primes is given by

aj  o, at

d = ri rt   • • ■ rt ,

where t^3. Following Foulser's notation let n=qd, and denote by

7„_i the integers modulo « — 1. Similarly, denote by Id the integers

modulo d. To define a X-system it is sufficient to define a mapping

X: 7n_i—>7d satisfying the conditions of Foulser's Lemma 2.1 [l,

p. 382]. With this objective in mind we proceed to separate 7„_i into

k + l mutually disjoint subsets, where 3^k^t, and / is the number of

distinct prime factors of d. In order to do this, the following notation

is needed. Choose integers ßi, ß2, ■ ■ • , ßk such that
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1 á ß< á ai,       i = 1, 2; ■ • • , k.

Let M = rifí • ■ • r*, v = rßi1ra2* ■ ■ ■ ri',

Ui = u/u,       Vi = v/u,       i = 1, 2, • • • , k,

and for Í9*j

Uij = u/(r(Tj),       vu » v/(rt'r/)t       i,j = 1, 2, • • • , k.

Now, define ¿4-1 subsets of /n_i as follows:

Xi = {xQ IH.i\ x = i   (mod g«< - 1)},       t - 1, 2, • • • , *,

Xk+1 = íxQIn-i\x$ U   X,j

It is clear that for 4 = 1, 2, • • • , k Xi(~\Xk+i = 0. To see that the

remaining pairs of subsets have no common elements we will need

two items from elementary number theory which are stated for

future reference.

Item I. Any set of h distinct primes contains a prime r^h + i.

Item 11.1 f q, x are integers, q, x = 2 then qx — 1 > x.

It will now be shown that for i, j= 1, 2, • • • , k with Í9*j, we have

XiC\Xj = 0. Thus, suppose iy*j and yQXiC\Xj. Then

y = i   (mod ga< — 1)    and   y*j   (mod g"' — 1),

whence

y - i + hi(q«< - 1) = j + hi(q"i - 1),

and hence

» -j - *i(j"' - 1) - Ai(oUi - 1).

Now, clearly m,j | w, and w¿j | «y. Hence qvu—11 g"<—1 and qwa— 1 [ qui— 1.

Thus

(1) i -_/ = 0    (mod g"« - 1).

Since Uij is a product of k — 2 primes, it follows from Item I that at

least one of the primes, say r„ = & — 1 and hence «<,-_& — 1. Since k^3,

we have w<3=^ —1=2. Further, it is clear that g = 2 and it follows

from Item II that g"</-l >«,-,- = £-1. Thus,

(2) g«« - 1 > k - 1.

Since 4", j = l, 2, ■ • ■ , k and t's^j, we have 0< | *— j\ ^k — 1, which

together with (1) gives q^i—l^k — l. This contradicts (2) and hence

proves that XiC\Xi='0 for Í9*j. We see then that the k + 1 subsets
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Xit i = \, 2, • ■ • , k + l are mutually disjoint. Further it is clear that

none of them is empty and 7»_i = Ufjf X{.
These k+l subsets of 7n_i are now used to define a mapping

X: 7n-i—>7<j as follows:

\(x) =0        if x E Xk+i,

= Vi      if x E Xi,      i = 1, 2, • • • , k.

To see that this mapping defines a X-system it will now be shown that

it satisfies the conditions of Lemma 2.1 [l, p. 382]. These are, (i)

X(0)=0; and (ii) for i, jEIn-i, if Í9*j then i^j (mod g* —1) where

h—(d, \(i)— X(/)). That (i) is satisfied will follow from the fact that

for i = \, 2, • ■ • , k we have O^i (mod g"»—1). To see this suppose

t = 0 (mod g"<—1), and let M„ = min{M<|j = l, 2, • • • , k}. Then

clearly, a"*'—1 eg"* — 1. Since w„ is a product of k — 1 distinct primes,

it follows from Item I that w„ = £. From Item II we have o"m— 1>mm.

We also have ¿ = i and the assumption t=0 (mod qUi— 1) implies

i^g"1 — 1. Stringing these inequalities together we have

k è i è g"' - 1 è gB» - 1 > «m =• ¿,

which gives ¿>&, a contradiction. ThusOEA,-, t = l, 2, • • • , k, which

implies X(0) = 0. To see that condition (ii) is satisfied, we must show

that for x, y E 7„_i, if x 9e y then x^ y (mod qh — 1) where

h = (d, \(x) — My)). To prove this we consider three cases.

Case 1. Suppose x, yEXt. Then \(x) =X(y), and h = (d, 0) =d. Since
qd— 1 =« — 1, it is clear that x^y, #, yE7„-i, imply xf£y (mod grf —1).

Ca5e 2. Suppose xEA*+i, yEAj^At+i. In this case ~K(x)=0 and
X(y)=i;i. We then have h = (d, \(x)—\(y))=Vi. Suppose that x=y

(mod g** — 1). Since «i|»i, gu< —l|g*< —1, and hence x=y (mod g"*' — 1),

but yEA< implies y = i (mod gu< —1). These last two congruences

give x=i (mod g"* —1) which implies xEXit a contradiction. Hence

x^y (mod qh — 1).

Case 3. Suppose %GI¡, yEA,- and i^k + ij^j^i. In this case

\(x) =Vi, X(y) = »,- and h = (d, Vi—vf) =m-Vij. Since M<,|»y, we see that

ua is a factor of /& and hence x=y (mod gA — 1) implies

(4) x = y    (mod g"« — 1).

Further, since ttiy|w, and w,y|w/, we also have

(5) x m i   (mod g"« - 1),

and

(6) y m j   (mod g"« — 1).
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It follows from (4), (5) and (6) that

(7) i-jsO    (mod g«« - 1).

From Items I and II, we obtain, as before, the inequality

(8) g"» - 1 > k - 1.

The same argument used to show that (1) and (2) lead to a contra-

diction, will show that (7) and (8) produce a contradiction. Thus

Xjèy (mod qh — 1). We see then that condition (ii) is satisfied for all

x, yQIn-u and it follows that the mapping X, defined above, does

indeed give rise to a X-system, in the manner prescribed by Foulser.

It remains to show that this X-system, Çx, has kern K = GF(q). By

Foulser's Lemma 2.5 [l, p. 382] we see that the kern of Qx is the

fixed field of the group of automorphisms of GF(qi) generated by the

pMO where p is the automorphism x—>x". Since the nonzero values

taken by \(i), namely vu Vi, • ■ • , vk are relatively prime it follows

that (pxt<)) = (p). Hence we have K = GF(q).

Since q=P' is arbitrary, we note that for q = 2 our construction

gives X-systems of order 2d with kern GF(2), thus answering the

question of Foulser mentioned in the introduction.

2. The left and middle nuclei of Q\. Following Foulser's notation

denote by Nt and Nm, respectively the left and middle nuclei of a VW

system. For a X-system, let w be the least positive integer such that

for 4, j'GPi-i, i—j (mod w) implies \(i) =\(j)- (In referring to Foul-

ser's paper note that v is used instead of w.) Further let w be a gen-

erator of the multiplicative group of GF(qd). Foulser has shown [l,

Lemma5.1, p. 387] that the cyclic subgroup of GF(qd), Nw= {co*': w\i}

is a subgroup of both N¡ and Nm in any X-system. In this section it

will be shown that for the X-systems constructed in §1, we have

Nw = Ni = Nm. To prove that NK = Nm we will need an expression for

w in terms of q and the «,-, i = 1, 2, • • • , k. We proceed first to do this.

It will now be shown that for the X-systems constructed in §1, the

integer w is given by

(9) w = LCM(î»« - 1, i = 1, 2, • • • , *).

To prove this let xQIn-i, * = 1, 2, • • • , k. By the definition of w,

\(x)=\(x+w). It follows that x=x-\-w (mod q"* — 1) or that w=0

(mod qu' — 1) for x = l, 2, • • •, k. Thus w is a common multiple of the

qui — 1, 4 = 1, 2, • • • , k. Next, let/ be any common multiple of the

g"*—l,t = l, 2, • • -, k, and let x be any element of In-i- Then clearly

if h is an arbitrary integer, we have x+hf=x (mod g"* — 1) for i
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= 1, 2, • • ■ , k. If xEXj, / = 1, 2, • • • , k, it follows that x+hfEXj
also and hence that \(x+hf) =\(x). If xEXk+i, so that \(x) =0, then

* +hfEXk+i also, for otherwise we have (x+hf)EXit where 1 ¿i^k,

which implies that x+hf=i (mod gu< —1) and hence, since f=0

(mod gu< —1), thatx = t (mod qu< — 1). This in turn implies thatxEA,-,

a contradiction. Thus, for all xEIn-i we have \(x+hf) =\(x). In

other words, if î=/ (mod/), for i,jEIn-i, then X(î) = X(/). This proves

that/ is a multiple of w, and hence (9) is proved.

To see that Nw = Nt it is sufficient, in view of Foulser's Lemma 5.1

(4), to show that for every cENt, X(c)=0. Let c=u/, x—u,\ Since

cENiwe have

(10) A(ü/ o cu'") s X(o/) + X(wO    (mod d)

for all j'E7„_i, by (2) of Foulser's Lemma 5.1. Suppose X(c) = X(/) 5^0.

Then X(/) =vx for some ¡c = l, 2, • ■ ■ , k. Since è^3, we can choose/

so that J9*x and r¡>2. With this choice of/ the congruence (10)

becomes

(11) A(¡i/ou/) s D» -f- 13j    (mod d).

Now, let rj = rj* and r/ = rf». Since r» ^2 and r/ >2, we have

«. + Vj = s(l/r.' + 1/r/) < •(} + i) = v £ fl-

or »,-(-»j<d.  Further, 0<z>x-f-z>j.  It then follows from  (11)    that

X(a/ o co') =vh5¿0, and that »»»»,+Wy (mod d). But %<d, and hence

this last congruence implies

(12) vh = vx + Vj.

Again let r¿ =rf*. A simple computation then shows that (12) implies

(13) rlr'i  -r/W + r/).

Since jVx, (r/, r* ) = 1 which implies that (rj, rj +rj) = 1. This to-

gether with (13) implies that rj is a factor of r¿ and hence that

rj =ri. Equation (13) then gives rj = rj +rj which implies rj =0, a

contradiction. We conclude that X(c)=X(/)=0 and hence that

xV.-tf,.

Using (3) of Foulser's Lemma 5.1, and an argument similar to the

above, it can be shown that if cENm then X(c) =0. To see that this

implies Nw = Nm, let c=ù/ENm, so that X(c)=X(/)=0. Leta; = coi be

an arbitrary nonzero element of Q\. Then, by Lemma 5.1 (3) [l, p.

387], we have

(14) X(x oc)s \(x)    (mod d).
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Further, x oc=wíow/=ü)i+/sM0, and hence (14) may be written

(15) A(4+/gx«>) = X(i)    (modd).

Since 0áX(y)<¿ for all y£In-u (15) implies that X(*+/g*«>)-X(t).
Further, this holds for all iQIn-u and in particular for 4 = 1,2, • • • , &

we have i-\-fqxli)QXi. This implies that

(16) i + /gX(<) = i   (mod g"< - 1)

holds for * = 1, 2, • • • , k, and hence that fqx^ = 0 (mod g"«" — 1) for

such 4. Since (gM0, g"»' —1) = 1, we have/=0 (mod gu«' — 1), that is,/

is a common multiple of the g"< — 1. It follows that/= to, since w is

the least common multiple of the gu< — 1. This proves that NmQNw,

which together with NaQNm (as mentioned above) gives Nw=Nm.

This completes the proof that N„ = N¡ = Nm.
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